
From: Vasudevan, Kriththika
To:
Cc: OIG/COC Requests
Subject: ICIB stats for this Quarter
Date: Tuesday, January 4, 2022 10:44:35 AM

This message is from an EXTERNAL SENDER - be CAUTIOUS, particularly with links and attachments

Dear Captain:

Hope you had a wonderful New Year! I am compiling the data for our office’s next quarterly
report, and was hoping you could help me.

I was wondering if you could provide me the following data:

1. How many cases were sent to the Los Angeles County District Attorney’s Office
(LADA) from September 1 through December 31, 2021

2. what is the oldest case still at LADA waiting to be filed? And how old is it?
3. And what is the oldest case at LADA that has been filed and going through the criminal

trial process?
4. How many cases total are still awaiting filing decisions by the LADA?
5. How many cases does ICIB have open and active?

Thank you for your help! If you have any questions, please don’t hesitate to contact me.

Respectfully,
Kriththika Vasudevan, Deputy Inspector General
Los Angeles County Office of the Inspector General
312 S. Hill Street, 3rd Floor, Los Angeles, CA 90013
(T)
(F)

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This communication with its contents contains confidential
and legally privileged information. It is solely for the use of the intended recipient.
Unauthorized interception, review, use or disclosure is prohibited and may violate applicable
laws including the Electronic Communications Privacy Act. If you are not the intended
recipient, please contact the sender and destroy all copies of the communication.

Email Request



From:  
Sent: Wednesday, January 12, 2022 2:25 PM
To: Vasudevan, Kriththika
Cc: Schreiner, Jason M. 
Subject: ICIB stats for this Quarter

Hi Kriththika,

Please see below:

Department Response



1. How many cases were sent to the Los Angeles County District Attorney’s
Office (LADA) from September 1 through December 31, 2021
11 – Please see Attached

2. What is the oldest case still at LADA waiting to be filed? And how old is it?
- Presented 08/17/2018

3. And what is the oldest case at LADA that has been filed and going through the
criminal trial process?

 – Filed 07/31/2019

4. How many cases total are still awaiting filing decisions by the LADA?
28 Cases are still awaiting filing decisions by the LADA

5. How many cases does ICIB have open and active?
ICIB has 82 open and active

Thanks!

The Department provided the OIG with all the requested information




